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The instability ofphase space density granulations or clumps has recently been reported. A theory
for the growth rate of the clump instability in a one-dimensional, ion-electron plasma is
presented. Growth is predicted to occur in regions of velocity space where the average particle
distribution functions have opposing velocity gradients. The free energy required for instability is
significantly below the threshold necessary for the linear instability of ion acoustic waves. The
growth rate increases with fluctuation amplitude and is proportional to the inverse of the
nonlinear trapping time. The effect of particle discreteness and clump self-energy on the growth
rate is discussed. The growth rate is in reasonable agreement with recent particle simulations.

I. INTRODUCTION
Small-scale phase space density granulations called
clumps have been proposed as an important component of
plasma turbulence.'-" Clumps are non-wave-like fluctuations that are produced in a Vlasov plasma when regions of
different phase space density are mixed by fluctuating electric fields. This occurs because the Vlasov equation preserves
phase space density along particle orbits, i.e, the flow is incompressible so that regions of different density cannot interpenetrate. Any mixing of the phase space density will,
therefore, be imperfect and lead to a graininess of the distribution function.
A clump is a group of particles, all moving at approximately the same speed. This macroparticle will tend to be
destroyed by the velocity dispersion of its constituent particles and by turbulent electric fields in the plasma. However,
though these processes tend to destroy a clump once it is
produced, the turbulence is simultaneously recreating new
clumps by rearranging the phase space density. A regenerating or self-sustaining state2 of clump fluctuations will exist
when the rate of clump production balances the rate of
clump decay. Clearly, clumps will not be an important component of plasma turbulence unless this self-sustaining condition can be satisfied.
Recent analytical and numerical work has shown that
the self-sustaining condition can be satisfied in a one-dimensional, ion-electron plasma with electron drift."'9 In particular, self-sustaining clumps exist for electron drift velocities
much less than that required for the onset of the linear ionacoustic instability. Plasma will be unstable to clumps when
the clump production rate exceeds their destruction rate.
This clump instability has been observed in the numerical
integration of model equations describing ion and electron
clumps." 9 The instability occurs in regions of velocity space
where the ion and electron distributions have opposing velocity gradients. The growth rate of the instability is of the
order of the nonlinear trapping time and is amplitude dependent. A nonlinear instability of clump-like phase space structures with these characteristics has been recently observed in
computer simulations. 7
In its pure form, the clump instability is a collisionless
Vlasov phenomenon. Therefore, the effect of discrete parti3247
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cle collisions on the instability is of practical interest. One
aspect of this question has been investigated by numerical
integration of clump model equations that include both collisional and turbulent diffusion effects in the clump destruction terms.9 It was found that the self-sustaining condition
becomes amplitude dependent in the presence of collisionsa finite turbulence level being required to trigger the instability. However, computer simulations have shown that collisions alone can trigger the instability..' Therefore, it appears
that collisions may also be a source of clump fluctuations.
The purpose here is to understand the clump instability
by deriving an analytical theory of its growth rate.'" We use a
simplified set of clump model equations that retain the essential physics of clump regeneration.8 A review of the model
equations and a perspective of the clump theory are presented in Sec. III. The growth rate is derived in Sec. IV (for the
electron clump instability) and Sec. V (for the electron-ion
clump instability). An approximate model for collisional
modifications to the growth rate is considered in Sec. VI.
Corrections due to certain complicated self-energy (selftrapping)5- 3 effects of the clumps are discussed only in a
phenomenological manner. Comparison between the theory
and the results of recent particle simulations is discussed at
the end of Sec. V.
We focus on the simplified case of a one-dimensional,
spatially homogeneous, electron-ion plasma with electron
drift. We do this for several reasons. First, comparison can
be made with recent particle simulations. The favorable
comparison obtained (see the end of Sec. V) gives one confidence in extending the theory to more realistic situations
where the calculation of turbulent transport coefficients due
to clumps would be ofinterest. Just as important, however, is
the fact that the one-dimensional case is more tractable. Because the theory has relatively few "moving parts," mathematical techniques as well as physical and intuitive models
of the nonlinear phenomena can be developed and understood. This understanding can then be effectively applied to
more complex problems. This approach is particularly relevant to clump phenomena since the clump instability described in this paper is generic of a general class of clump
instabilities that are expected to occur in plasma with spatial
density gradient and strong magnetic field.
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The fundamental nature of clump instability has been
studied from complementary theoretical points of view [i.e.,
the isolated hole instability and the interacting hole (clump)
instability] and verified by computer simulations employing
detailed phase space density diagnostics. The following picture has emerged (see below and Refs. 7-13 and 19). In a
turbulent plasma, small velocity-scale, non-wave-like
clumps of phase space density are produced which can be
either depletions (holes) or enhancements in the phase space
density. A hole tends to self-bind and, when in isolation,
forms a trapped particle phase space eddy of a BernsteinGreen-Kruskal equilibrium. The enhanced phase space
density material tends to self-repel and fill the interstitial
regions between the holes. In a turbulent plasma, interactions (collisions) between holes lead to clump decay and-by
the mixing of the phase space density-to the production of
new clumps. Nonlinear instability of these fluctuations can
occur in two ways. First, a hole in isolation can exchange
momentum with the rest of the plasma and thereby accelerate to regions of higher average density and thereby get deeper. Second, the production of new holes from the mixing of
the phase space density can occur at a faster rate than their
rate of decay by hole-hole collisions. For the case of drifting
Maxwellians, the marginal point for this nonlinear instability is significantly below the drift required for the linear ionacoustic instability. This can be understood from the fact
that the linear theory is only valid for times less than a trapping time, whereas clump fluctuations are essentially nonlinear and evolve on the trapping time scale. Linear stability
analysis is, therefore, irrelevant to the ultimate evolution of
the plasma. The conventional view of linear theory as the
basis for stability and perturbation analysis is, therefore,
called into question.

As we discuss in detail in Sec. III, the model equations
describing clump formation and evolution have been determined from both theory and computer simulations. These
equations have simple physical interpretations. We can,

therefore, anticipate the essential results of this paper by the
following intuitive arguments.
Consider first the case of steady-state turbulence in a
Vlasov plasma.2 As the turbulence rearranges the phase

space density (f), it is constrained by the constancy of f
along a particle's orbit, i.e., by the Vlasov equation. Since the
rearrangement is partly random, it is convenient to focus on
the constancy of f 2 , i.e., the conservation in time of

-

f

(v).

But, from the constancy of (1),

(f (x,v)) = (f2(v - Av)) so that
(bff)

= (f2(v --4v)) - fs(v).

(2)

If fo relaxes by a Fokker-Planck process,'
(Av) = 7-, F,

(4vv) = 2rT, D,

(3)

where D and Fare diffusion and dynamical drag coefficients

(see Sec. III). ForA vfj 'dfo/a < 1, we expand f0 (v - A v) in
Eq. (2) and use Eq. (3) to obtain'
(Ofbf ) = r/S(4)
where the clump source term is
S= 2 [D

Ffa

dv]

(5)

The D term in Eq. (5) describes the creation of clumps by the

diffusive rearrangement of the phase space density. The F
term describes the momentum exchange between the clump
fluctuations and the particle distribution f. Because of global momentum conservation, the D and F terms cancel for a
one-dimensional, one-species problem. However, in a twospecies plasma, ions and electrons can exchange momentum
locally in phase space so that S #0. Then, for example,
the electron clump source term is S' = 2D '(fC )2
- 2Fe'fof,, where f ' = dfo,/9v. Here, D"is the elec-

tron diffusion coefficient due to the electric fields of the ion
clumps and FeIis the force that the ions exert on the electron
clumps.
The clump instability occurs when the source term (S)
creates clumps at a faster rate than the rate at which the
clumps decay (rT 1). The unstable fluctuations satisfy (schematically) the time-dependent generalization of Eq. (4), i.e.,

+

11. PHYSICAL CONSIDERATIONS

f dx

(f 2 (xV))
2

(6ff) =S.

(6)

We note that D (and F)in Eq. (5) is proportional to the fluctuation spectrum, and thus to (6f f ). If we, therefore, define

the operator R such that S = rj 'R (6f6f), Eq. (6) yields
the schematic relation

S~(1/ri) (R - 1),

(7)

where y, is the growth rate of (bf f). Instability occurs
when the source of clumps overcomes clump decay, i.e.,
when R > 1. In general, the growth rate of the clump instability is given by a more complicated expression than (7). This
occurs because, in principle, both electron and ion dynamics
must be considered. As a result, the growth rate follows from
a set of coupled equations each of the form (6). However, we

(1)

show in Sec. V that for small electron to ion mass ratio, this
electron-ion clump instability is dominated by the electrons.

where the brackets ( ) denote an ensemble (spatial) average. Because (1) is constant in time, a small region of phase
space will retain, for a time rc, the mean square density

Because of the slow ion response time (j,'
'y
1), electron
clumps can form and grow before ion clumps can develop. In
this case, we need only consider the electron clump dynam-

(f, (v - Av)) of its point of origin at v - Av. A fluctuation

ics, i.e., Eq. (6) for the electrons alone. Consequently, the
growth rate of the electron clump instability satisfies a sim-

dvf2(x,v) =f

dv(f2(x,v)),

develops because the turbulence will randomly move this
small region of phase space to a new location (x,v) in phase
space, where (f 2 (x,v)) differs from the local average f0 (v).

The fluctuation,
3248

f=f-

(f), thus satisfies (6f f)
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plified expression of the form (7).
The growth rate of the electron clump instability is derived in detail in Sec. IV. However, we can highlight the
David J. Tetreault
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essential physics of the instability here by the following apthe ion clumps are
proximate derivation. For yr,4, 1,
slow to form and can be neglected. Therefore, S'
-+ - 2Feife fe. The force on an electron clump fluctuation fe is (- e/m,)(El )fW , where E is the electric
field. Using Poisson's equation, we set fi equal to zero and
write the Fourier transform of E in space and time as
E (k,w) = - ik# (k,w)/e(k,w), where q (k,w) = (4re/k 2)fdv
X f e(k,) is the clump potential and e(k,)) is the dielectric
function. We note that E and f eare out of phase. Therefore,
the force F'ithat the ions exert on an electron clump can be
Fi,~(e/m,)k ( W)"ej-2
as
schematically
written
Xfo- 'Im c. The factor Ime' appears since only the resonant ions exchange momentum irreversibly with the electron clumps. The passing or nonresonant ions (described in
this electron clump shielding process by Ree) exchange momentum reversibly. For a clump of dimension k - by Av, we
can write Fe'~(l/m,)Xk2(,
fJ(kAvf'f
-(m,/me)D'eff - where D "-(e/m,) 2 (E 2 )(kAv)-I is
the ion diffusion coefficient due to the electric fields of the
electron clumps. Therefore, S'- - 2(m,/ Me) DiefJ fJ,
and Eq. (6) becomes
(8)
r.G e_ - 2(mi/me)f ' f D' - (l/,) G ,
where G e= (6f e(XV,,t )&f e(X2,V2,t )) is the two-point correlation function for the electron species. The first term on
the right-hand side of Eq. (8), the electron clump source term
(S), conserves momentum between the electron clumps and
the ions. It is a result of momentum conservation that
S'~ - Fe can be written in terms of De. The second term
on the right-hand side of Eq. (8) describes the destruction of
the electron clumps by velocity dispersion and turbulent
diffusion. For small phase space separations (x _ = x, - X2,
v_ = v1 - V2 ), the destruction rate, [ri,(x_,v_)] -', will be
small since phase space density must be conserved, i.e.,
re,(x_,v_)--oo as x_,v--0. Therefore, for a time
re,(x_,v) a clump of electrons will act like a macroparticle:
the clump will move ballistically at velocity v,/
2 = (v, + V2)/2and will be shielded by the plasma dielectric
function e(k,kv,) (Ref. 2). The clump or macroparticle will
disperse and diffuse apart after the time r, (x -,v _), but new
clumps will have been produced by the mixing of the average
phase space densities fo, and fo,. Instability results when
these competing effects lead to a positive value for the right-

hand side of Eq. (8).
The growth rate follows by noting that the diffusion
coefficient D'e in Eq. (8) is related to the clump electric field
spectrum [(E 2(k,kv+))] and, thus, to the electron clump correlation function d'. Let the clump size be characterized by
x-< k - and v _ Av. The electric field spectrum for the

k 2 (E 2(k,kv,))
is
clumps
electron
shielded
2
2
~.(41re) (Av) Ge(k )Ie(k,kv,)j -2 from Poisson's equation. A
particle's correlation time in the clump field will be

~(|k A v)-

so that

D'e~(e/m,)2Ak (E 2 (k,kv+))(Ik 14v)-'
~af
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9)

where Ak is the spectral width and o, is the ion plasma
frequency. For y. , <1 and smallx _,v -, the two-point correlation function in a Vlasov plasma will be due mainly to
clumps, i.e., G -G *in Eq. (8). We use Eq. (9) in Eq. (8) to
obtain
~L )~
Ge(k

re-,(kA v)
f& j v I-'A D'e
1e+ r.ec

- 2-f
m,

4fO
kA vc,(kAv) ~
G (k).

wrjw, f

~k

2
1 + y.e,
1e(k,kv+)I

Ik2

(10)
Therefore, the growth rate satisfies
w .~e( /

(11)

,)(R - 1),

where

Im e(k,kv,)
e*(k,kv+)
+fwpw
12
Avi,(kA v) ,
A
Ie(k,kv+)|2
(12)
and Im e'(k,kv = - irw,,k -2Ofsv+) is the imaginary
part of the dielectric function due to species s. The righthand side of Eq. (11) reflects the competing effects of clump
source (R c/re,) and decay ( - 1/r,). That is, we can write
Eq. (11) in the form of Eq. (6)

Re_ R

~--Ak Ik Im
I

(

~

R

Z

~

(13)

Growth occurs when R ', which is proportional to the shielded clump charge density, is greater than unity. Equation (12)
gives R '>0 for opposing velocity gradients, i.e., f (' fa <0.
In principal R e may be greater than unity since the integrals
implied in Eq. (12) (see Sec. IV) become large for le(k,kv+) 12
small (near the linear stability boundary). However, the interesting case is when R e> 1 for e(k,kv+)=0, i.e., for a linearly stable plasma. This is the nonlinear clump instability in
its pure form.
The characteristic growth time of the instability is r,the time for velocity dispersion and diffusion to destroy an
electron clump of size k - ' by A v. Let the electron diffusion
coefficient be D' and the relative diffusion coefficient
between two electrons be D'_ (x_) (Ref. 2). As x->0, the
two phase space elements feel the same forces and, thus,
diffuse together, i.e., D ' ->0. This is just the conservation of
phase space density. However, for x - > k 0-

',

two electrons

will feel different forces and diffuse independently, i.e.,
D -- 2D'. Therefore, the electron clump lifetime (1r,) is the
characteristic time for two electrons (with initial separation
of x_,v_) to separate to x-_k 0 ',v _-Av. For diffusing
electrons a(v_ )/dt = 2(D'-_ (x-)). But, d 2 (x' )/t 2
=2(v' ) so that . 3(x2 )/dt 3 = 4(De(x_)). In Eq. (11),
therefore, i-,>(4k 2D e)- 1/3
. The characteristic time, e.
= (k 2D e/3) -1/3 is the nonlinear (electron) trapping time
(see Sec. III).' 4 The growth rate of the clump instability is
amplitude-dependent.
We note that, since Eq. (11) was derived under the assumption that r ri, > 1, it is not strictly valid at marginal
stability. However, for realistic mass ratio, Eq. (11) is valid
= (M,/M,)"/2-1.Therefore, marginfor IRe- > /
David J. Tetreault
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al stability effectively occurs for R :: 1. The point of mar-

ginal stability is independent of amplitude. As we show in
Sec. IV, the integrals of re,(x_,v_) implied in Eq. (12) leave
R 'independent of ir, i.e., A4vi,(k,Av)--+A (k), where A (k) is
given by Eq. (75).
A conceptually interesting view of the instability follows from considering the effect of an "external" source of
fluctuations. Let (E 2(k,w))*ex be the electric field spectrum
due to some nonclump fluctuations such as plasma waves or
possibly discrete particle fluctuations. These fluctuations
will be shielded by the plasma dielectric and will produce a
diffusion coefficient given by
/e \)

dk
27r

m

d (E 2 (k,))ext
2-7r
e(k,w) 12

(14)
This diffusion process will rearrange the phase space density
and produce clump fluctuations. For r., , < I and D ext independent of time, D ext will be a source of fluctuations given by
Get= - 2(m 1/m,)f, f'D ex1. Combining this with Eq.
(10), we see that the induced clump fluctuation level is
(k )~

-- 2(mi/m,)fjef>d,(kAv)Dx*/(I --- eR

),
(15)

where r, = (1 + y. ,)-1. Using Poisson's equation and
Eqs. (14) and (15), we obtain the induced diffusion coefficient
D e = R Dex t (l -

,R )-1 .

(16)

Equation (16) can be written in terms of the plasma spectrum
as

(E 2 (kkv))e = R

e

(E 2 (k,kv))xt
( (k,kv+) 12

(17)

where

cle need not be exactly in resonance with the wave for a time
secularity in the orbit to occur. Here, nonlinear effects
"broaden" the linear E(k,w) = 0 resonance of the plasma.
Plasma excitations (clumps that grow secularly with time)
can occur that need not satisfy the linear resonance
e(k,w) = 0. The conventional emphasis of plasma theory on
linear instabilities excludes these important nonlinear excitations. This situation is similar to that in fluid turbulence
where the dominance of analogous nonlinear, non-wave-like
fluctuations (vortices) is well known.

Several effects could modify Eq. (11) for the growth
rate-we mention two important effects here. First, discrete
particle fluctuations (i.e., thermal fluctuations) could modify
the clump decay rate and source term in Eq. (6). The full
effect of collisions on the source term is not well-understood
theoretically. However, one possible effect is the production
of clumps that results when discrete particle fluctuations
rearrange the phase space density (see also Ref. 13). Qualitatively, this would lead to a result similar to Eq. (16), where

D

x

is replaced by a collisional diffusion coefficient. The

collisional effect on the decay rate would decrease re, since
the collisions would tend to destroy the clumps.5' 9 We consider an approximate model of this decay effect in Sec. VI.
We find that the growth rate still satisfies 1 - FR e = 0, but

with F,-(l
+ y rj)- and R e-+R e[ +(2k iY/
k D)]-/ 2 , where r, -re(I + k Cq/k D )and
"
is the electron diffusion coefficient due to particle collisions.
The wavenumbers k, and ko characterize the discrete particle and clump fluctuations, respectively. In order to make
contact with the numerical results of Ref. 9, let us neglect the
effects of collisions on the clump source term. The stability
threshold then becomes
R>[1+2(k 2 -T/k

Ii(k,kv,)

2

e(k,kv,)

2

2R

(9)

It is interesting to write Eq. (19) in the following form:

()e(k,kv+)1
M >{f2/ [(R e)2 _ I]JI/3,
1 + n
1,
(20)
In the absence of Poisson's equation, the self-consistent field
where W = (k 'D C/k 2.0e)1/3 can be viewed as an effective
effects in Eqs. (16)-(18) vanish, i.e., E(k,)-*l (no shielding or
Reynolds number for the turbulence. The instability condilinear plasma excitations) and FeR *-+* (no nonlinear,
tion (20) is thus reminiscent of that for fluid turbulence. A
clump excitations). We are then left with (E 2 (k,w) )e
threshold for the Reynolds number must be surpassed for
=

_

.

2 De)] 1/2.

= R e(E 2 (k,))ext, and D e = R CD ext. The parameter R e

can thus be viewed as an "amplification" factor-it deter-

mines the plasma response (E 2 (k,kv +)) to the mixing of the
phase space density by an "external" fluctuation spectrum,
(E 2 (k,kv,))ex. In the presence of Poisson's equation, the
action of self-consistent fields can amplify this response by a
factor much larger than R e. The linear fields (shielding and
linear plasma waves) will increase the amplification to
R e/lIE(kkv ) . However, the nonlinear fields (plasma excitations such as clumps) will enhance this amplification to

R e/Ij(k,kv ))2, where I (k,kv, )12 is given by Eq. (18). Recalling Eq. (17), we can view Eq. (18) as an effective nonlinear
dielectric function. Notice that the vanishing of Eq. (18) implies a richer set of plasma "normal modes"-Eq. (11) (nonlinear excitations) and E(kw) = 0 (linear excitations). This
result is reminiscent of the nonlinear modification to the
one-point Vlasov equation. " There, nonlinear effects broaden the linear wave particle resonance (w = kv) so that a parti3250
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instability to occur. When Eq. (19) is satisfied, clumps will
grow and the fluctuation level will exceed the thermal level,
i.e., D'> gi,. Then, the growth rate will satisfy

y. ~(I/rec) R e - (I1/,e,)(I + k 2_Te/k2D

e) .

(21)

During growth, the clump source terms exceeds both turbulent and collisional diffusion, i.e., k 2D CR
k 'D
+ k C9*
As we have noted above, evidence from computer simulations implies that collisions can also be a source of clump
fluctuations.' However, a turbulence model such as (21)where collisions only destroy fluctuations-is not without
relevance, since such a model describes turbulence in fluids.
Actually, except for the evidence that collisions may be a
source of clump fluctuations, fluid turbulence and clump
turbulence are quite similar. The similiarity occurs because
the Vlasov equation can be regarded as an equation for incompressible flow of the phase space fluid. Consequently,
C>
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the phenomenon described by Eq. (6) can be viewed as the
mixing of fluids of different densities that do not interpenetrate.2 A mixing-length model of this type has been used to.
describe two-dimensional Navier-Stokes 5 and magnetohydrodynamic16 fluid turbulence. In these fluid turbulence theories, collisions only appear as an additional dissipation in
the turbulent decay rate [the analog of r, ' in Eq. (6)]. In the
Navier-Stokes case, this collisional dissipation takes the
form of a viscosity, whereas it appears as a resistivity (and
viscosity) in the magnetohydrodynamic case. The similarities between these kinds of turbulence suggests that the
clump instability may be important to an understanding of
fluid turbulence in general. For example, the magnetohydrodynamic fluid analog of the clump instability may be related
to some disruptions in tokamak plasma.'"
Another effect that could modify the growth rate in an
important way is due to a certain self-consistent, so-called
self-energy property of clumps.5-'" This effect arises because
a clump can be a local enhancement (bf> 0) or depletion
(bf<0) in the phase space density. Because of Poisson's equation, a local enhancement in charge density will tend to
"blow apart" due to its own charge repulsion. However, a
local charge depletion, called a phase space "hole," is selfbinding.'" Consider, for instance, a hole in the electron phase
space of an ion-electron plasma with immobile ions. Because
of the neutralizing (shielding) property of the ion background, the electron hole appears to be positively charged.
The electron hole is self-binding since the electrons surrounding it are attracted to the hole. In analogy with gravitating masses, two holes can attract and bind to each other.
In a turbulent plasma, we expect to find a large collection of
interacting holes in a "sea" of 6f> 0 background phase space
density. In clump turbulence, holes will collide and recombine with each other and thereby randomly rearrange the
phase space density and produce new holes (clumps).
A theory of phase space density holes has recently been
proposed by Dupree." " A single hole in isolation can be in
equilibrium if its depth ( -f,) and, therefore, its potential
are sufficient to bind it. For a hole of size (Ax,Av), f?'
'o4v(Ax)- . For an electron hole that is a Debye
length (AD) long f
V/
where ve = pAD is the
thermal velocity. Note that this fluctuation is of the same
order as that produced by the mixing of the phase space
density, i.e., r,Se~ rD e(f, )2 _(AVf )2
e)2.
We
would not expect hole fluctuations to be in equilibrium in a
turbulent plasma. However, the turbulent forces that tend to
destroy a hole are comparable to the forces that tend to bind
it. "' It has, therefore, been suggested that in a turbulent
plasma the binding tendency of the fluctuations would appreciably increase their lifetime and thus their ability to regenerate.-" The discrepancy between the observed and
theoretically predicted threshold of the clump instability has
been attributed to the tendency of holes to self-bind and attract each other.7' 8" 9
Incorporation of the binding tendency of clumps into
plasma kinetic theory is only at a preliminary stage.9 --"" 9
However, the computer simulations of Ref. 19 have demonstrated the importance of hole attraction in decay and driven
turbulence. It is, therefore, tempting to model the effect of
3251
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hole binding on the growth rate of the clump instability.
Because of the complexity of this effect, we consider the
model here to be merely qualitative. Since hole binding and
recombination tends to reduce the net clump decay rate, we
write the governing equation for the growth rate as
y- ~(r)'R e - (e,)-'(I - J'),
(22)
where J'>0. Equation (22) is written in the spirit of Eq. (21).
The J efactor models the enhancement of Z due to the binding tendency of the hole fluctuations. In analogy with Eq.
(21), where the k '.O2/k2Determ
randomly destroys fluctuations, it is useful to think of the J' term as describing a
turbulent process where uncorrelated hole fluctuations are
randomly (re)combined. Pursuing this line of thought
further, we could estimate Je to be je (f,) 2 / e since
D e- G'. Presumably, J'~0.5 since G due to phase space
mixing and self-binding is (very qualitatively) of the order of
2
Ge~reD(f)
+ (fe)2 -2( f) 2 . The je factor in Eq. (22)
will reduce the value of R ' at marginal stability. At the end
of Sec. V, we compare the growth rate of the clump instability with the growth rate observed in Ref. 7. We find that
approximate agreement occurs if Je'0.7. This net decay

rate [on the order of 0.3 (11)-] is consistent with the observations of Ref. 19.
It is interesting to consider Eq. (22) in the limit of a
single electron hole that is isolated in phase space. Such a
hole has been shown to be unstable.". 3 .20 As the ions reflect
off of the electron hole, they impart momentum to the hole.
Consequently, the electron hole moves to a velocity region
with larger fo,(v) and, thereby, gets deeper, i.e., fo -f
= -f gets larger since f must remain constant. Rather
than the production of new electron holes by the random
rearrangement of the phase space density [i.e., the D term in
Eq. (5)], this growth mechanism is due to the coherent forces
on a given electron hole [i.e., theF term in Eq. (5)]. In general
(see Sec. V), both processes occur in a turbulent plasma-the
incoherent production of new holes and the coherent acceleration of existing holes. But, for an isolated hole, we need
only consider the F term in Eq. (5). As we have seen, this
leads to the first term in Eq. (22). The last terms in Eq. (22)
describe hole-hole collisions and, therefore, vanish for an
isolated hole. We recall that the first term in Eq. (22) derives
from the electron clump source term in Eq. (8) that exchanges momentum with the ions. Indeed, F"'
~(elm,)( J )* Im e'-D ef is the net acceleration of the
electron hole resulting from the reflection of resonant ions
off of the hole."," Defining the dimensionless parameter

I= -R

e(If

i)

(23)

we can write the growth rate due to this momentum exchange effect as
7,eh_

_

(e

(24)

i
e
1) -1jV1fOeV2fO'i

We note that r, is of the order of the nonlinear trapping time
r. In the limit of a single fluctuation, 1 -Ax/A v, where A v
and Ax are the velocity trapping width and spatial scale of
the fluctuation.' 4 Finally, we use Eq. (12) and (23) to write
Iv2v -vev Ik2A 2
-_
W,24 , where, for kAD < 1,
A -2isk 2 times the linear susceptibility. Equation (24), thereDavid J. Tetreault
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fore, reduces to the hole growth rate of Refs. 11 and 13. This
reduction has important implications. For instance, it has
been shown that a single phase space hole in a magnetic field
is unstable to a spatial density gradient." 13 20This result
implies that clumps will be unstable in magnetized plasma
with a spatial density gradient. Since the form of Eq. (6) is
generic to clump evolution, we expect Eq. (11) to be the form
of the clump instability growth rate in general. Therefore,
the clump instability driven by a spatial density gradient
would grow (neglecting collisions and clump self-binding)
according to Eq. (11), but with R e replaced by its spatial
density gradient analog [see Eq. (58) of Ref. 5 for an approximate version of R e].
Besides modifying the threshold of the clump instability, particle discreteness and clump self-energy may also
have an important effect on the saturated state of the instability. Recent computer simulations have shown that the
clump instability saturates by flattening the particle distribution functions in velocity space, i.e., f,f),-+0 in the
unstable region.7 If this relaxation occurs over a longer time
scale than the clump growth time, we may apply a growth
rate model such as (11) to the saturated state. Then, f(, and
fo, in R ' evolve on a slow time scale as in quasilinear theory.
Consider a velocity (v,)range of a nonlinearly unstable (linearly stable) plasma where R '> 1 and e(k,kv,) A 0. Neglecting particle discreteness and clump self-energy, electron
clumps will grow at the rate given by Eq. (11). As the fluctuations grow, R ' will begin to decrease as fo, and fe, begin to
flatten.in the unstable region of velocity space. Ultimately
R ' will decrease untily, ->0. For this simple case, the stability threshold and the saturated state are amplitude independent. However, because of collisional decay (for instance),
the onset and the saturated state of the instability will depend on amplitude. According to Eq. (21), the saturated amplitude (for D e> 2) of the electron clump instability in the
presence of collisional decay only would be on the order of
D e~ _qe(k /k) 2(R e - 1)-'. However, if we include a collisional source of clumps as well as the binding tendency ofthe
holes, this simple saturation condition could be significantly
altered. Lacking a detailed kinetic theory of these additional
effects, one cannot predict the saturated state of the clump
instability.

III. REVIEW OF THE CLUMP THEORY
The origin of clump fluctuations can be traced to the
distortion of a particle orbit near a wave particle resonance.2' 6 If one considers the particle distribution function
as a superposition of velocity streams, then each stream is
resonant with a wave of the same speed. The resonant interaction causes the stream to develop a spatial modulation that,
will be carried along ballistically at the stream speed. For a
time, the particle orbits will resemble the phase space eddies
or vortices characteristic of a Bernstein-Green-Kruskal
mode. However, turbulent interactions between eddies will
tend to shear them apart. But, orbits that lie close together
inside an eddy will feel the same forces and, since the phase

space density must be conserved along the orbits, such orbits
will tend to retain their phase space density for a time longer
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than the interaction time between eddies. In the limit of zero
initial orbit separation, orbits will be correlated forever.
Therefore, such a small region of phase space density willafter several eddy interaction times-be transported [by the
Fokker-Planck process (3)] to a new region of phase space of
different density. In this way, the phase space density becomes granulated. The granulations-called clumps-thus,
arise from the mixing of phase space fluids of different densities which do not interpenetrate (i.e., the fluid is incompressible).
Attempts at analytical description of clump formation
and evolution have focused on mixing length models [see Eq.
(4)]. In its simplest form, the theory assumes the stochastic
acceleration or diffusion approximation where the plasma
fluctuating electric field is not fully self-consistent with the
clumps.2 Neighboring particle orbits diffuse (with diffusion
coefficient, D) and undergo stochastic instability-the exponentiation time for orbits separated initially by x-,v- being rl(x-,v_). This process destroys and tears fluctuations
apart. However, because of the conservation of phase space
density, the turbulent fields will also mix the phase space
density and create new fluctuations at the rate S [see Eqs. (4)
and (5)]. The mixing length (a velocity scale in this case) is
(reD)112. Clump evolution derives from these two competing processes of orbit stochastic instability and phase space
density mixing. Mathematically, the model describes these
effects by an equation of the form (6) for the two-particle
fluctuation correlation function (bf(lf)f(2)). For orbits with
zero initial phase space separation, the infinite orbit correlation time manifests itself as a time secularity in (3f(l)&f(2)).
A large body of work has been developed which is applicable to the process of stochastic instability where the forcing field is given. 2 ' In such theories, rT' is related to the socalled Liapunov number of Kolmogorov entropy. However,
the force field in clump turbulence is not explicitly given a
priori,but is determined self-consistently from the clumps
themselves. This inclusion of Poisson's equation has several
important ramifications on clump dynamics. First, the
source S is not of a pure diffusive character, but is rather of
the Fokker-Planck type [see Eq. (5)].6 As with the LenardBalescu collision operator describing discrete particle collisions, the self-consistent dynamical drag imposed by Poisson's equation ensures momentum conservation. Second,
Poisson's equation implies that Bf> 0 and &f<0fluctuations
behave differently-the bf> 0 phase space material is selfrepellent, whereas the bf<0 (hole) fluctuations tend to selfbind into Bernstein-Green-Kruskal modes. Computer simulation studies'" of these effects show that in a turbulent
plasma the particle orbits still undergo stochastic instability
and, therefore, holes tend to fragment and decay at the rate
r-,'. However, the hole self-binding feature tends to cause
the hole fragments to recombine into new holes. Therefore,
the net fluctuation lifetime is significantly enhanced over
that predicted by the stochastic instability model. The recombination tendency of holes is not an individual orbit
modification and, therefore, is not described by the conventional diffusion approximation or orbit stochastic instability
(-r,) model.
These complexities of self-consistent Vlasov turbulence
David J. Tetreault
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have posed formidable obstacles to meaningful analytical description. However, some progress has been made. Various
renormalized perturbation techniques such as the direct interaction approximation have been used to derive self-consistent renormalized equations for the two-particle correlation function.6 , 22 24 Each of these various techniques is
equivalent in many respects to the others and, therefore,
many terms in the equations derived are common to each.
The differences lie in the focus of the various investigations
and the conclusions drawn. For example, some of the investigations have featured aspects of self-consistency on wave
fluctuations and have shown that the equations reduce to
weak turbulence theory. However, because of the complexity and formal nature of the equations, practical solutions to
the self-consistent problem of fundamentally nonlinear,
non-wave-like clump formation and evolution have been difficult to obtain. A particular difficulty has been the importance and physical meaning of various terms that appear in
the renormalized perturbation expansions. For example, numerous non-Markovian terms (one of which being a socalled "8 " term' 2 ) appear naturally in the theories-but,
except for the importance of the 6 term to energy conservation in drift wave turbulence," the physical meaning of these
terms is not clear. However, earlier investigations have
shown that non-Markovian effects are due to nonresonant
fluctuations and can, therefore, be dominated by the secular
orbit effects of resonant fluctuations. 26 A related difficulty is
that term summations in renormalized theories are nonunique so that terms neglected can be of the same order as those
retained. The relative ordering of individual terms can also
be effected by time secularities in the correlation functions.
A resolution of these issues has been attempted in Refs. 6 and
8 where it is shown that a firm grasp of the physics is decisive
to both the ordering and identification of those terms which
yield a tractable, meaningful theory. Based on the renormalized perturbation technique of Ref. 25, these latter investigations have exposed both the origin of clump formation and
the clump conservation properties demanded by self-consistency (i.e., by Poisson's equation). In particular, it is shown
in detail that clump fluctuations-being the necessary consequence of a time secularity in the two-point correlation
function-can easily dominate wave fluctuations. However,
in spite of all that has been learned, no kinetic theory exists to
treat the distinction between bf>0 and 45f<0 fluctuations.
0f<0
The self-binding (particle trapping) feature of the
(hole) fluctuations seems particularly outside the scope of the
renormalized theories, since such theories assume unperturbed orbits as their lowest-order approximation.
A powerful tool to resolve these complex issues has
proven to be the enlightened use of computer simulations.
When designed with detailed phase space density diagnostics, such simulations can directly test and verify the theoretical models. In addition, simulations can reveal new simplifying physical principles and thus give impetus to theory.
Such a tuned theory and simulation program has recently
been carried out in an effort to understand one-dimensional
Vlasov turbulence.'"" It has been shown that many aspects
of the simulation results can be modeled by the set of simplified Markovian clump equations described in Ref. 8. Except
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for the self-binding effects, the equations can be derived from
renormalized perturbation theory as described in Ref. 6. Inspired and verified by the computer simulations, phenomenological corrections to the theory to include self-binding are
readily accomplished (see the end of Sec. V). It is this simplified clump model which we use in this paper and now briefly
describe.
We first consider the renormalization of the wave particle resonance. Recall that for an electric field of infinitesimal
amplitude, the wave trapping time is infinite so that a particle orbit can be considered unperturbed. The Vlasov equation then yields the linear response
f(k,w)=

-

,

(25)

dt bfexp i(at - kx).

(26)

E (kw) mher

k
i
kv +

I
A

where the Fourier transform is defined as
f(k,w) =

f

dx f

For turbulent electric fields, substitution of Eq. (25) into the
nonlinear term of the Vlasov equation and ensemble averaging gives the usual quasilinear diffusion equation
a A=

a DL

(27)

f

at wev
where

DL -

(E 2(k,k))r&( -kv).
(28)
M
21r
21r
However, the diffusion process will lead to a time secular
deviation of a particle orbit from its unperturbed value. This
orbit perturbation will soon invalidate the linear response
(25). Then, the finite-amplitude generalization of the linear
response can be described by
+ V

D
5f Sf'
3x
cav
vu
M
i.e., the renormalized version of Eq. (25) becomes"

(29)

\Tt

f

'(k,w) =

g

=f

(30)
(e/m)E(k,w)gk, f'.
The coherent responsef (k,w) is coherent with the phase of
E (k,w) and-when used in Poisson's equation ikE (kw)
= 41refdvf(k,)-yields a renormalized dielectric function
E(k,w) with broadened resonance. 2 The renormalized resonance function gA, derives from the inverted propogator on
the left-hand side of Eq. (29), i.e.,
-

** /k

2Dt 3

3

dt exp(i( - kv)t-

,

(31)

where
D = (L/

f 2f

t (E 2 (k,w))

gA .

(32)

is the renormalized diffusion coefficient D that replaces D,
in Eq. (27). The quantity 7 T = (k 2D /3)- " appearing in Eq.
(31) is the turbulent trapping time and defines the characteristic time for the breakdown of the linear (unperturbed orbit)
response (25). Since gA picks out only the resonant waves
(Ee,), we can write Eq. (32) as Dz(e/m) 2 E Srr and, therefore, (krT)-T': (eE,./mk )1/2 as the velocity trapping width
due to the resonant waves only.26 In the limit of a single
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wave, -r reduces to the single wave trapping time, i.e.,
Av =- (krr)-' reduces to the velocity trapping width (eEl
km)'" (Ref. 14). Therefore, the resonance function (31) implies that a group or "clump" of particles, whose velocity
dispersion is <,Av, = k '(k 2 D/3)/ 3 , will feel approximately the same resonant electric fields. Therefore, for a
time >rT, the clump of particles will diffuse as a macroparticle.
The correlated motion of particles in a clump is most
naturally described by the two-point correlation function
26
G = (6f(x
1 ,v,,t )f(x 2 ,v2 ,t )). Here, G satisfies .

(

a

at

a

+

+x,

a

aa

-

_D121V

av,

2

d

D11

av,

ax 2

d
V
av 2

D21

avJ
V

a
1av, 0 2

a
aV2

G =S,

The logarithmic dependence of Eq. (39) reflects the fact that
particle orbits undergo stochastic instability. This singularity in re(x_,v_) as x_,v_-+0 is due to the time secularity
(phase space conservation) in Eq. (36) as x_,v--0, i.e., orbits that are infinitesimally close together initially will be
correlated forever. Because of the inadequacy of Eq. (30) to
reflect this singularity, one puts bf= f' +f and6
(.of)= (f'f

(33)

(34)

' D

=~

and
f)

(E 2 (k,w)) g,

J

exp ik (x, - xj)

(

a

a

3

x)

1

(38)
x-=

characterizes the mean square spacial scale of the turbulence. Here, r,(x_,v_) is defined as the time for two particles, whose initial separation is x -,v -, to have their relative
spatial coordinate equal to k 0- '. A calculation carried out in
Ref. 2 leads to the approximate expression
r [3/k(x
7In
10,
S=(4k 2 D)-'I.

D"

2
-- 2xv.-r + 2 -

+

avJ

_)2

dk

&
d

(E(2)(k,o)) 2 Re g(v+),

where gA, (v,) is given by Eq. (31) with v replaced by
(vI + V2)/2 = v,/2.
In steady state, G = G - G can be written as6

G = (rc, -

(43)

rTr)S,

where
-

(2/1rT)2

/rT

(44)

+ (kv_2

is a resonance function that approximates the time inversion
of Eq. (42).' Note that ZG>& when kx_ < 1 and kov._r < 1 in
Eq. (41). Otherwise, G->0 and G-,&-,(ff '), i.e., Eq. (42)
reduces to the two-point version of Eq. (29) and the plasma
response is purely coherent (wavelike). This also occurs if the
a/at term dominates the left-hand sides of Eqs. (41) and (42).
Using y,, -+a/at #0, we can write the solution G = G - & of
Eqs. (41) and (42) in the approximate form
(+ G

d 2D

2D .ax2-

(41)

(37)

For small x-, D_-kx 2 _D, where

k2 -

- cos kx_),

(42)

2

= 4(D_(x_)).

G"=S,

(E 2(k,w))

av_

_

+

a

(36)
= S,
dx_ D_ av_ G
at +V_ 3x_a
where D_ = DI + D2 2 - D12 - D2 ,. Equation (36) conserves phase space density, since D--.0 as x-,v_-*0.
In steady state, the time inversion of Eq. (36) produces
Eq. (4). The clump lifetime (-r.) is determined by the velocity
dispersion and diffusion terms on the left-hand side of Eq.
(36). Taking moments of this two-particle propagator, we
obtain 2
at 3

_)

and a satisfies'

(35)
Except for the D12 and D2, terms, Eq. (33) can be derived
from the one-point equation (29). The diffusion coefficients
D12 and D 21 describe the correlated motion of two phase
space points that Eq. (29) neglects. For large phase space
separation, two particles feel different forces and diffuse independently, so D2 ,Dj 2-+*0.
However, for small
x = x, - x 2 and v_ = V - V2, the two particles feel approximately the same forces and diffuse together, i.e, D, 2
becomes of the order ofD,. For smallx_,v- it is convenient
to assume spatial homogeneity and write Eq. (33) in terms of
x_,v_ so that
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f_

X 2 Re gA,(v,)(

,=

77

a Da_
av_
-

a
dx_

(It++

(e/m)(6E(x,t)&f(x2,v2,t)) fo(v) + (1-+2),

(40)

where (ff ) = G describes the singularity of Eq. (36). Here,
G is referred to as the incoherent or clump portion of G. For
largex_,v_, D--D + D2 2 and Eq. (29) describes the nonsingular piece of G, i.e., G = (fCfC) + (f i ) + (f C)
Therefore G ' for species a satisfies'

where
S=-

) + (f i) + (ffc) + (i&T),

2

)], arg In> I
otherwise ,
(39)
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r r

S.

(45)

The vanishing of d for large r, simply means that the particles respond coherently to fluctuations. However, for r r
<1, the particles respond nonlinearly before fluctuations
can grow, i.e., clumps can be produced incoherently by the
random rearrangement of the phase space density.
The source term for species a,
S"= -(e/ma)(8E (I)&f (2))f,() + (1++2),

(46)

describes the production of clump fluctuations that arise
from random and coherent forces. Since f= f' +f, the
David J. Tetreault
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source term will be due to a random "diffusion" term from
Eq. (30) and a coherent "dynamical drag" term on the clump
fluctuation f [see Eq. (5)]. The drag term is a self-consistent
field effect imposed by Poisson's equation and describes the
shielding of f by the rest of the plasma. This is similar to the
Fokker-Planck structure of the Lenard-Balescu collision
operator.' Here, however, I describes clumps of correlated
particles that arise from the mixing of the phase space density rather than the discreteness of individual particles. As in
the one-dimensional Lenard-Balescu collision operator,
momentum conservation demands that the electric fields
due to species a do not contribute to S", i.e., the like-like
collision terms (D"a and F") cancel. The source term becomes
'

S"=2Df

-

(47)

2Flfoa f'

where

dk J df

D (x _) =(e)2
Ma

21

E2k,2))

21

"

f dk f

maJ21r

de k ((
21T

where

|c(k,o)|2

dt' y(t')
(51)
)/
where y, is the time-dependent growth rate of the correlation function. We assume that y. is less than the frequency
W-kV+ characteristic of the clump ballistic electric fields
that constitute D'e(k) [see Eq. (48)]. Integrating Eq. (41)
along the two-point electron orbits, we obtain
= -

fo'i fA

2-'

X fdt'

ex p

De(k)

dt " y. (t " ) + ikx _(t')) ,
(52)

where x-( - t) = x_. The stochastic instability of the electron orbits will cause the t' integral in Eq. (52) to converge.
As we shall see, this orbit perturbation is not sensitive to the
particular value of k, so that we can write Eq. (52) as
=

(49)

-

2(m/m)ff',D(x_,t )2 _ (x_,v_,y.), (53)

where the generalized lifetime

e_

(x_,v_,n) is

(k,w) = (41re/k 2)fdvf(k,w) is the clump potential

which-when shielded by the coherent response f'(k,w)-

yields the shielded potential q (k,w)= E (k,w)/k = # (k,a)/
e(k,o). Notice that, without Poisson's equation, q and f are
uncorrelated and F = 0. Because of momentum conservation, the dynamical drag of species a is balanced by the diffusion of species 8 in the limit of zero resonance width, i.e.,
ma F afa = mD ""f;,.This means that if electrons (for
example) are diffused by ion clump fluctuations, then the
displaced electrons will (in order to conserve momentum)
react through a dynamical drag. The source term can thus be
written approximately in terms of diffusion coefficients
alone as
Sa = 2D,"6(f6a)2 - 2(m#/ma)2D

'*'E'

f;,6

(50)

We stress that the first term of Eq. (50) (the "diffusion" term)
describes the mixing of the phase space density (of species a)
by the electric fields of species fl.The second term of Eq. (50)
(the "drag" term) describes the exchange of momentum as
species 8 interacts with (shields) the clumps of species a.
The modifications of Eqs. (41) and (42) to include the
effects of self-binding are discussed in Sec. V [after Eqs. (96)
and (97)].
IV. ELECTRON INSTABILITY
The simplest clump instability occurs when y,, , < 1
< y1,, so that the electron clumps can form and grow bePhys. Fluids, Vol. 26, No. 11, November 1983

dt exp (-

e- (x-,vY.)=

fdt'

y,(t')

+ iko[x-( - t) - x _] .

(54)

In Eq. (54), k, is k averaged over the spectrum as in Eq. (38),
x 4 (0) = x _, and we have assumed that the orbits are approximately
stationary
in
time,
i.e.,
y, t
<k,[x- ( - t) - x _]. This condition implies that Eq. (53) is
only strictly valid when r. r, < 1. We will, therefore, assume
that y, r, < 1 throughout this section. The parameter c in
Eq. (72) will thus be calculated approximately to lowest order in yr rc.
If yni, <1, the x. dependence of re (x-,v ,r,) is
much stronger than that of D '2 (x_,t). We, therefore, set
De (x_,t) = D e (O,t) = De expft dt'y.(t') in Eq. (53) and
Fourier transform to obtain
Ge(k,v_ = - 2f f,(m,/m,)Dere(k,v_,y.).

(55)

Self-consistency is imposed through the diffusion coefficient, since
D'e
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k D"(k) exp(ikx_+
21r
\

G(x_,v_,t)

2k))"

X [Im e(k,w)/foa(2)] cos kx- ,

D'e ={
12

Ge(x_,v_,t)

X Re g.(v,) cos kx_
(48)
is the correlated diffusion coefficient of species a due to
the electric fields of species f6. Note that D
= D u (0) + (m,/me) 2D " (0) is the electron diffusion coefficient. The dynamical drag coefficient F 6 gives the momentum exchange between the particles of species 6 as they interact with the fluctuations of species a, i.e.,
F =-

fore the ion clumps can respond. The ions react coherently
and merely absorb the momentum of the electron clumps.
We, therefore, neglect the incoherent ion clump correlation
d'in this section, i.e., we neglect the first term in Eq. (50) for
S'. The connection between the electron instability and the
full electron-ion instability is discussed in Sec. V.
As the electron clumps grow, the diffusion coefficient
D'e in the electron source term [Eq. (50)] will evolve in time.
We, therefore, write

do.

dk f d1 (E 2 (k,e))!58({
21T
21r

-f

\M,

(E2 (k,kv,))e

-efdk

\m,

- kv+)

j

4ir
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can be related to the correlation function via Poisson's equation. We define
(f()f(2))k

dx_ e-kx-

=f

f dte'

(f()(2))

(57)
and expose the fast time scale of the clump ballistic motion,
(f()f(2))k,. = 2T8(w - kv,) (f(l)(2))k .

2

G(k,v_),

(59)

))k has a slow time depen-

dence on the y. time scale. Subtracting G' from Eq. (53)
yields d *. For y,
+,we
integrate Eq. (42) for Ue and
obtain
G'(x_,v_,t)=

-

2D

(60)

f,4re(v_,

2(m,/m,)f',

where r r(v_)= (2/4Tr)[(2/4r)2 + (kov_)2] -1 is a resonance function that approximates the time inversion of Eq.
(42) (see Sec. III). For finite y,, the irr(v_) factor in Eq.
(60) becomes approximately (2/4)[(2/4)2 + (kv _)2] -1(1
+ y, 4/2) '. For r. r., < 1, the y. 4/ 2 correction is small
since n 4/2 = n, 1(12)1'//2 ::y r, (ilT,) and ie > e [see

Eq. (39)]. Subtracting Eq. (60) from Eq. (53) and Fourier
transforming gives

(k~v.)=

f dk 'jk 'l N'e(k')

1e_ (k,v_,y,)

-

X

dv'

f dv_ -- (x_,v_,r.).

(67)

We write the orbit x-( - t) as an unperturbed piece
(x_ - vjt) and a perturbed piece [bx-( - t )] due to D _
diffusion. Then, we write the t integral of Eq. (54) in terms of
cumulants so that 2
7e (x_,v_,.)=

(4,re)22ir
dv
le~k,oj)|12|k |k 2 f

where G'(k,v_) = (fe(l)e(

=f dx_ eik"

(58)

Then Poisson's equation gives
k 2 (E 2 (kA))==

A '(k,r)

d (k',v' )

dt exp

- ikov_-

dt n(t)

k (x

2_(

(68)

Since we are interested in small x _,v- we neglect the kv _t
term in Eq. (68). The stochasticity of the particle orbits will
cause (bx2 -( t )) to increase secularly with time. Let
when
time
the
characterize
rA,(x ,_,t)
k0(x2 ( - t))/2- 1. The clump lifetime ri,(x_,v_,t) follows from Eq. (37), and is time dependent through D'_ (t).
Since the k (x_ ( - t ))/2 factor in Eq. (68) merely gives
the characteristic time for orbit stochasticity, we put
k28 (.5X2_
t ))/2 = ft dtj '[rj(x _,v _,t ')] 1 Next we note
that the time dependences of y, and r, in Eq. (68) are weak,
i.e., y, '(t) and r1,(x_,v_,t) are each proportional to
[k D e(t )] -1. Therefore, during the convergence time of
Eq. (68), y, (t) and i1, (x_,v _,t ) will change little if yr I, < 1.
We can see this explicitly by using fOdt'[r.,(t')]=fodt'[r ,(t)]-' exp(t' - t)y/3 so that Eq. (68) can be
written as

(x-,v',+
-e

[)

+ 4r(v_)jk I N'e(k) fdv'_ Ge(k,v'_),
(61)
where

Nie(k) = Im e(k,kv,) Im e'(k,kv+)/Ir2Ie(k,kv+)I2 ,

(62)

and
Im E(k,kv±) =

-

r(2,/k 2 ) fo',(v,).

(63)

Integrating Eq. (61) over v_ and rearranging gives

J

d
_
-fdvdVI(k,v_= 1
C

_ (k,v_,y,) C
-AN(k )
dk'k'I

XN'(k')

dv'_ G(k',v')

(64)

where A = rIk I/k . The solution of Eq. (64) yields the e quation for the growth rate y.,
1 = fdk IkIf(k,y.),

(65)

where
'(k)
S(k,y N
1 A2Nw(k)

dxe f

Xf dv_ 7/ (x_,v_,-yj).
We need to evaluate
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(66)

X y.(t') - t [r,(t ]--

.

(69)

Since the t integral in Eq. (69) converges for t > r,-(t), the
it'[ri,(t )] term is small. This means that, as far as the
integration of Eq. (41) is concerned, we can neglect the time
dependence of D ' (t) on the left-hand side as compared to
D (t) on the right-hand side. Therefore, y. (t) and ri, (x-,
v_,t) will evolve in a WKB or quasilinear sense. We thus
write Eq. (69) as
7_ (x_,v_.,y-) = ri(x,v)/[ 1 + Yr-r,(x_,V_)

,

(70)

where ri, is given by Eq. (39) with 1= [4k OD e(t)]
.
Because of the r", factor in the denominator of Eq.
(70), a precise analytical evaluation of Eq. (65) is prohibitive.
However, since Eq. (39) is only a very approximate expression for rg,, it is sufficient for our purposes here to evaluate
the integrals in Eq. (65) approximately. We note that the
region for which the integrand of Eq. (65) is sensibly nonzero
occurs for kx _~ kx _~-I and kov _r--. If we use these
values to evaluate Eq. (39), we can approximate rT,(x _,v )in
the denominator of Eq. (70) with rT, = 2.5. For an alternative estimate, we use Eq. (39) and expand the denominator of
Eq. (70) for r. r, <1 so that Eq. (67) becomes
David J. Tetreault
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A (k,yr)

= k 0- %f3

F

dy In (y 2 + q 2

f

Xe-

V. ELECTRON-ION INSTABILITY

dx_

X[1 - yrn

-

(y + q2)- I + ... ],

2

2

(71)

2

where q = k 2x2 /6 and 6 = (1 - q )1/ . Using Eq. (71) in
Eq. (65), we can then write the growth rate as
y. = (/cre)(R e _ 1).

For y. , 5 1 and r. re,5 1 both ion and electron
clumps can participate actively in the instability. The nonlinear electron-ion clump instability89' is driven by the source
terms S'and S [see Eq. (50)]. Consider first the ion response
G '(k,v_). Since (m,/mi)D "= (mi/m,)D ", we find that the
D ei term in Si contributes the following expression to
G'(k,v_):

M.

(72)
-

The parameters R e and c are defined as

R"= -fdk|k I
Ne(k ) A (k),
J
1 - ANe(k)
C

i dkIk |

-

xf dv_ [r,(x_,v_)]2,

f

-"'

dk'

f
-

12V)2

k' 2 |k'le(k',k'v+)| 2 f

dv'_ Z'(k',v'_)

L (k,v*_,Yr) fdk'|k'IN'e(k')

xf dv'

(74)

'(k',v' ).

(77)

Similarly, we evaluate the contribution from the Di" term of
S', so that the total response G(k,v_) is

where 2

f dx_ e

x

(73)

Ne(k)
f dx- e -'"
l - AN(k) j

reR ej

A (k) =

wo);f0'fo'e r (k,v_,y )

-

dv _,(x_,v_)

Gi(k,v_)= -r'

(k,v,y.)fdk'k'IN''(k')

= (217r/k 2) [I - j,(;6k /k,)] .(75)
xf d'-

An estimate of Eq. (74) shows that c 5 4. Note that the first

estimate [putting r", = 2.5 in the denominator of Eq. (70)] is
equivalent to putting c = 2.5 in Eq. (72). Comparing Eqs.
(72) and (73) with Eqs. (11) and (12) we see that the parameter
c in Eq. (72) accounts for the fact that re, > re [see Eq. (39)],
and that the factor of A in Eq. (73) is due to the subtraction of
the coherent part as in Eq. (45) [we neglected this term in

I - AN

k k2

Ne(k ) A (k),

AN'(k)

where we have used Eqs. (4 1) and (64).
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i)(k)
I
)+

k k)a(k )

= - A (k,yn ) fdk 'lk'IN'e(k ')a'(k ')
+ A '(k,y.)

dk 'lk 'N"(k ')ae(k'),

(79)

where a'(k ) = fdv - '(kv _). An equation analogous to
Eq. (79) can be derived from the electron response G e(k,v-).
Equivalently, we can obtain the electron equation by making the replacement i-*e in Eq. (79). Defining z'"
= fdk Ik IN'e(k )a'(k),we find that Eq. (79) and its electron
analog can be written as
zi + A fdk |k IN "(k)M(k) = H(r) z' - H "(r) ze,

(80)

+A fdk |k IN'e(k )M(k) = H'e(fr)Z - H ee(e)z'

(81)

Ze

where
H"(f)= -

dk |kI Ns(k)A '(k,y.)
I - 2AN''(k)

(82)

and

2
k fdk Ik IN'(k )k fdv _ (k,v_)
fdk 1k IN'e(k)fdv _
(k,v-)

1
=dk

(78)

As in the last section, we subtract the coherent response
G '(k,v _) from Eq. (78) and then integrate over v - to obtain

which from Eq. (38) is determined by

R sI
e

(k,v_ yn)

Xf dk'1k'IN"(k') dv'K Ge(k',v'_).

deriving Eq. (11) of Sec. II].
We recall that Eq. (72) is only strictly valid for
S<1 <,y ',, in which case r. = (crRe) -I(R e - 1).
When yr r, < 1, the approximations used to obtain the
growth rate affect only the parameter c in Eq. (72). For example, the finite y, r, corrections to Eq. (60)will approximately
replace A in Eqs. (73) and (74) with A (1 + yef)-1. It is
straightforward to see that (to lowest order in y re,) these
corrections are small (see above) and can be absorbed into the
parameter c of Eq. (72). As we have discussed in Sec. II, the
factor (R - 1) of Eq. (72) is due to physics that is independent of these approximations.
Because of Eq. (75), R eand the point of marginal stability are independent of amplitude. If R e> 1, then the plasma
becomes unstable to electron clumps. The growth rate depends on the average wavenumber ko as well as the point in
velocity space v+ of interest. If + is chosen such that
|e(k,kv )I2 is small enough, then R ' can become larger than
unity. How large R e can be depends also on the value of k0,

'(k',v'_ )+,ri

Nie(k )ae(k) + N"(k )ai(k)
(83)
1 - 2AN(k)
We have used the relation N "(k )2 = N "(k )N "(k ) in order to
write the second term of Eq. (80) in terms of M(k). The
growth rate follows from the simultaneous solution of Eqs.
M(k )=

(76)

David J. Tetreault
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(80) and (81). Let us define R"=(1 +cyr)H'(7r)
= H'(7)/F,.so that the analog of the growth parameter,
R e, of Sec. III, becomes
Rsf R''=
~dk
IkI - N"(k
)
- dk~k|1
2ANI-(k
)A(k)(4)
Using N'e(k) = N"(k )(4j, f,/o,), f ', = N "(k )(R /R I)1/2
in the second term of Eq. (81), we substitute Eq. (81) into Eq.
(80) to find
Z (I -- rR

1

,rR

[

e

I

,R' 1)

xf dk |k IN"(k)M(k)21.

(85).

Since (R ie)2 = R "R ", it is easy to see that each side of Eq.

(85) vanishes when
(1 + cyr-- R ")(I + cy.

- R )=(Ri) 2 .

(86)

Equation (86) yields the growth rate of the electron-ion
clump instability.
It is enlightening to rederive Eq. (86) in the spirit of Eqs.
(6) and (13) of Sec. II. Consider first the electron source term
(50). The first term of S' gives D ei(f6,)2~(A v'G'/m )(f6,)2
~A~v'(
e ,)
'R e/i,, whereas the second term gives
- (mu/m,)D''f6 fo' ~(m,/m, )(AveG e/m2)( - f, fs)
~G ( - vvofi f', f)/r 1,~dR 'e/i,. Considering S' in
similar fashion, we can write the governing equations for the
electron-ion instability as

+
+
++

-I

Ge_
G

R ee ~

Rcl

1

ll

G'+

,

G'.

(87)

and T,--+cr, the simultaneous solution of Eqs. (87) and (88)
yields Eq. (86) for the growth rate. It is also interesting to
write Eq. (86) in terms of the hole model. Recalling Eq. (24),
we
would
write
Eq.
(86)
schematically
as
(1 +yr-Yy,)(l +Ye -RYle)=r
_
, re ,
where
r~Ax/4 v is the hole trapping time.
From Eq. (86), we see that the point of marginal stability for the electron-ion instability occurs when (R eR ii)1/2
+ R 'e= 2R '"= 1 as in Ref. 8 [Eq. (58) of Ref. 8 can be

simplified]. The factor 2 occurs because the diffusion and
drag terms on the right-hand side of Eq. (87) [and Eq. (88)]
Phys. Fluids, Vol. 26, No. 11, November 1983

e(k)k 2 A(k).
2R J dk Ik I I -N 2AN'"(k)

k2 =

(89)

As a specific example, let us consider an equal temperature plasma where an electron Maxwellian [fo
= (1TVe)-" 2 exp [ - (vT - VD)2/VTe ] drifts with velocity
VD
relative
to
an
ion
Maxwellian
Af
0
exp( _ v2 /v2,)].' We can write the point of
(1l/2 j
marginal stability for clump excitations as
2ie 2

2I'

V,

f

f,

~i

(90)

e anre

(91)

V2

Toei

where
Uin = (84),
-E R

Using Eq. (84), we can write

1
e(k,kv.)12 1 - 2ANie(k)

A (k)

dk kI
I
42Ak
I

Iie=

'

(92)
Using the definitions of foe and f0, and Eq. (90), the marginal point can be expressed in terms of vD as

(88)

We recall that the R " term on the right-hand side of Eq. (87)
describes the production of electron clumps that results from
the mixing or random rearrangement (diffusion) of the electron phase space density by the ion clumps. This term and its
counterpart in Eq. (88) couple the clump equations and lead
to the right-hand side of Eq. (86). The R ' term on the righthand side of Eq. (87) describes the growth (acceleration) of
electron clumps (holes) that results from the exchange of
momentum between electrons and ions. Similar statements
can be made for the ion equation (88). Noting that G G for
y,,re, < 1, and using (R le)2 = R eeR ", d/dt-+y,,, re,,,cre,
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are of equal magnitude at marginal stability, i.e., the electrons and ions are strongly coupled. This also accounts for
the difference between 2A in R ' [see Eq. (84)] and A in R
[see Eq. (73)], i.e., to next order in y. r,, A--A (1 + ,,)-'in
Re and 2A-+A (1 + yreF-+ A (1 + r.r)- in R ". However, for realistic mass ratio, the growth rate can easily satisfy r r, < 1 < y, ,. Then, the ions respond coherently
(G '-+0) so that the R 'e term dominates the R ee term in Eq.
(87) andR iereduces to R '(i.e., 2A-*A in R 'e). Therefore, Eq.
(87) yields the growth rate (72) of the electron clump instability. Note that the same result can be obtained from the
ry r'>1 limit of Eq. (86).
As in Sec. IV it is straightforward to see that the turbulence scale length for the electron-ion clump instability is

VD =

V+

VT

VT

mB1

+VI

2 v,

2

(93)

(;m:

whereB = 4 vT, fo ,vrfo, I'. We can writeB with the help of
Eqs. (92), (90), and (62) as

B-

dk'k
B =

2A2

k Ik2

foev TfoiA (k )
e(k,kv+)| 2 + AB 'VTJOeVTJO'i

(94)

where
VT,

fo,VT,

fo

= 1-'

exp(

--

v2

/v2)

exp(

-

V2/4B

2

V2

(95)
For fixed v + /vr,, we see from Eqs. (94) and (95) that B depends on mi/m, only through Ie(k,kvj 2 . But, for any value
of m,/m,, the clump instability tends to occur when
Ie(k,kv+)| 2 is small. Therefore, it appears that the
(mi/me)" 2 , factor in Eq. (93) determines the scaling of the
threshold with mass ratio. We note that Eq. (93) is consistent
with Eq. (59) of Ref. 8 where v, = 1.05vTi. Apparently, the
parameter B is approximately of order unity at marginal stability,
i.e.,
using
Eq.
(90),
we
can
write
B= - 2(fo,/v, f')(foi/v,
f').
The electron-ion clump instability discussed in this section has been identified with the instability observed in Ref.
7. In Ref. 7, an instability was reported for a one-dirnensionDavid J. Tetreault
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al plasma simulation in which an electron Maxwellian distribution fo, =(21rv2)-'
exp[ - (V, - vD) 2/2v,]I drifts
with velocity VD relative to an ion Maxwellian distribution
[f0 , = (21V) -1/2 exp( - V2 /2v )]. The simulations used a
mass ratio (m,/m,) of 4 so as to avoid any rapid plateauing of
the electron distribution function. The observed stability
threshold occurred at v, ~1.5v,, whereas the linear stability
threshold is predicted to occur [from E(k,w) = 0] at
VD = 3.92v,. The observed growth rate of the mean square
ion fluctuation level (effectively (Of' 45f')) vs VD/Vi is shown
in Fig. 1. The linear growth rate of (&f 8bf '), i.e., 2 yL, is also
shown (note that YL rather than 2 yL was plotted in Fig. 4 of
Ref. 7).
It is interesting to compare the growth rate calculated
in this section with the observations shown in Fig. 1. At the
outset, we should not expect precise agreement, since the
approximate solution (39) for rl,used inA (k ) of Eqs. (84) and
(89) only approximates the exact time inversion of Eq. (41).'
In addition, the subtraction of the "coherent response"
[which leads to the A factors in Eqs. (84) and (89)] has been
only done approximately [see Eqs. (43)-(45)]. For simplicity,
we neglect the effect of thermal fluctuations (see Sec. VI for a
discussion of these effects). We first note'', that the marginal
point of the electron-ion clump instability occurs at
vD ~2.5v, for the parameters of Ref. 7. Since this threshold
drift is larger than the observed value, one is compelled to
consider the effect of clump self-binding7'8"'9 on the instability. Therefore, we modify Eqs. (87) and (88) to read

(+±
\e r, ) G
+ br

=+,
li'e

G'=R

71
+

G'.

(96)
(97)

Here, b> 1models the self-binding feature of the clumps by
enhancing rl,[see Eq. (22) of Sec. II, where b = (1 - J) '].
The simulations of Ref. 19 appear to justify such a model and
suggest that b 3. Note that the factor b does not occur on
the right-hand side of Eq. (96) and (97) since the R 's are
proportional to r,, [see Eqs. (84) and (75)]. Therefore, Eq.
(86) for the growth rate becomes
(I/b + cy, r

R i)(l/b + cyr' - R ') = (R ie)2.

-

(98)

OiOO[

2YL/wpe

2

y/wpe

oooc

5
VD/Vi
FIG 1. The nonlinear (y. = 2y) and linear (2 yL) growth rate versus
for the data shown in Fig. 4 of Ref. 7.
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VDV,

The marginal point now occurs when 2R ie = b -'. Since
b > 1with clump self-binding, a smaller free energy source is
required for instability.
For a mass ratio of 4, e/i = 0.5 so that Eq. (98) gives
2Cyl/= J(U - 1/b)

[ (

-_ /b)2 +8u/b ] 1/

(99)

where u = 2R ' - b -. The ( + ) root corresponds to the
ions when y. 40 and to the electrons when y, .O. Since
9//e> 1, the ions are the major component during decay
(they decay more slowly), whereas the electron clumps are
the fastest growing. However, once the electron clumps are
growing, the ions will respond coherently (ryr'cl > 1) and
thus track the electron clumps. We, therefore, take the (+ )
sign in Eq. (99) in order to make comparison with the data of
Fig. 1. The parameter R eC
in Eq. (98) can be obtained from
the numerical solution of Eq. (98) and (84) (note that ko appears simultaneously in both equations). The solution for y'
= 2y when b = 3 is shown in Fig. 1. In accord with Ref. 7 we
have used r'= 0.5r'= 40A '. The parameter c was chosen
to fit the data at VD = 2.5v,, i.e., c = 2.9. (Note that this value
is consistent with the theoretical prediction for c calculated
in Sec. IV.) We have used v, = v, for all drift values except
vD = 1.0v, and vD = 1.5v,, where, in accord with Ref. 7, we
used v, = 0.5v,. The growth rate y, increases with vD in the
region vD $ 4vi since R 'e increases as e(k,kv )-oO at the linear stability boundary (vD = 3.92v,). For drifts beyond this
linear boundary, e(k,kv,) becomes nonzero again, i.e., R e
and y, begin to decrease.
The difference between the prediction of Eq. (98) and
the data of Ref. 7 could have several causes (in addition to the
approximations involved in re
1 and the A factors discussed
earlier). First, we note that the y. rl,<1 restriction is violated for the larger drifts, i.e., yr'<1 implies that r
X 10 3/A,, < 12. In addition, Eq. (98) excludes the existence
of linear plasma waves that would become nonlinearly unstable (via resonance broadening) for drift velocities near the
linear stability boundary (v, = 3.92v,). Finally, we have assumed that b is independent of VD. This may be incorrect.
For example, we conjecture that b may decrease with increasing VD since the fluctuation level due to phase space
mixing (reS)increases with vD whereas the depth ( - fh) of
a self-bound hole is independent of VD [see the model discussed in Sec. II where b
= 1 - J- (fh) 2 /I.
For drift velocities near or below the marginal point,
the growth rate is sensitive to the effective clump destruction
rate. First, clump self-binding is an important effect for these
lower drifts (smaller growth rates). For example, the marginal point (r, = 0) occurs at VD -2.5v,, if b = 1, whereas it
occurs at VD 1..5v,, if b = 3. Morevoer, at vD = 0, we would
find y. = - 9.2x 10 3wp;' , if b = 1, whereas with b = 3 we
calculated y,, = - 3.3 X 103w'. Also, discrete particle
collisions may be important for these lower drifts. In the
collision model discussed in Sec. VI, thermal fluctuations
enhance both the clump source and decay terms. The enhancement in the source term becomes larger with increasing vD, whereas the enhancement in the decay term is relatively insensitive to VD. However, at the marginal point
observed in Ref. 7 (vD 1.5v,), these enhancements are cornDavid J. Tetreault
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parable, i.e., they approximately balance each other. Consequently, we would expect Eq. (98) (which neglects particle
collisions) to be approximately valid near vD ~1.5v, but to
overestimate the growth rate for vD <1.5v, and constant b.

(k,v_,y.)f dk'lk'|N'e(k')

G e(k,v_)= -

Xf dv'_ G (k',v_)

The close agreement apparent in Fig. 1 for these lower drifts
may, therefore, be fortuitous. However, we note that the
collisional decay rate would tend to be offset by a b factor
which becomes larger for decreasing vD (see above). Lacking

detailed theories of self-binding and discrete particle effects
on clump evolution, more precise conclusions cannot be
made. However, the theory presented here reproduces the
essential features of the observations presented in Ref. 7.

Recalling the derivation of Eq. (93), we can use Eq. (98)
to write the value of VD at marginal stability as
VD

_ ±

(100)

1+ vy (bB ) -',

_V7i V,
2 v,,
)
where Vji = V2v, and B is given by Eq. (94) but with A replaced byAb -'. Ifwe assume that B- 1.4 (see Ref. 8) and use
b-3 (see Ref. 19), then Eq. (100) gives v/v, -1.5 for mi/me
= 4 and vD/Vi 11 for m,/me = 1840. The linear stability
boundary for the most unstable mode is given by (see Ref. 8)
VD1, = 0.924V2[1 + (mi/m,)" 2 ] so that the linear stability boundary occurs at vD/V, = 3.9 for m,/m = 4 and
VDav = 57.4 for mi/m, = 1840. Therefore, the nonlinear
threshold for mi/m = 1840 is only twenty percent of the
corresponding linear threshold. Equation (100) allows the
marginal point of Ref. 7 to be extrapolated to more realistic
mass ratios.

VI. EFFECT OF COLLISIONS
The precise effect of particle discreteness (i.e., thermal
fluctuations) on clump evolution is not well understood.

However, it is interesting to consider a model where the
collisional and turbulent diffusion coefficients are additive in

the clump correlation equations [Eqs. (41) and (42)]. The
clump equations, with a collisional q - added to the turbu-

-

2(m,/m,

)fsfjr,(k,v_)h.9'e,

(102)

since q'ie is assumed to be independent of time. Subtracting
out the coherent part, integrating over v_, and rearranging
gives
,Re) fdk IkIN'e(k) fd

(1 -

=2(m,/me)h9'eR^f^

Ge(k,v_)

f ,

(103)

where r, and R e are derived as in Sec. IV and Sec. V, but
with D _ replaced by D _ + 9"_ . Using Eqs. (56) and (62)
we can write
D ie = 2ff.

dk jk INi(k)

dV_

e(k,v_),

(104)

so that Eq. (103) can be written as
(1 -

eR )De=

R hl''.

(105)

In order to obtain r, and R ', we need to evaluate
re(x_,v _) and A e(k,y.) with D e_ -+D _ +
. It is prohibitive to do this analytically with the precise expression for
9(x_). However, our purpose here is merely to illustrate
the qualitative features of the collisional modifications to the
growth rate. Therefore, we shall use an approximate model
for the x - dependence of .q (x _). First, we will neglect the
time dependence of x- in ge _ (x-) when solving the moment equation (37) for (x2 (t)). This approximation is
strictly only valid for turbulent scale lengths (k - ') that are
longer
than
the
collisional
scale
(k -'),
i.e.,
k-C<x- <k 0 '. However, the approximation leads to a
simple result which we use for all kx - < 1. We find that
.,

=Te In 3k - 2 [x 2

-2x-v re+22

(e)

2

+77]-,

(106)

lent D_, have been solved numerically.9 The numerical solution shows that the clump stability boundary becomes amplitude dependent. Moreover, as one moves away from the
linear stability boundary [e(k,kv,) = 0], - a progressively

where y = 4(e) '_ (x_). Next, in order to evaluate
A e(k) = fdx_ e k- fdv_8,(x_,v_), we approximate the

larger value of D /9 is required to set off the instability. In

Using

this section we present an approximate analytical model of
this effect. We will also investigate a simplified collisional
source term for the clumps (see also Ref. 13). Therefore, we
add a collisional diffusion coefficient to both the source and
orbit scattering terms in Eqs. (41) and (42).
For simplicity we shall consider only the electron

3

with a(kcx_ )2ge, where a- 1.
of Eq. (106),
we obtain
A *(k) = (1 + 2ak C _q/k De )-lkA e(k). For A (k,y), we
precise expression for

this

approximate 8,
where rc ~ re(l
mations
we
= R e(1 + 2ak
rangement, Eq.

in

.9e_

y

in the denominator of Eq. (70) with cr,
3
k 2e/k
2D e). With these approxiobtain
re = (1 + cy, r )and
R
9e/k 2D e)". Therefore, after some rear(105) can be written as

+

clump instability of Sec. III. Using Eq. (50) for the collisional
source term of the electrons, Eq. (53) becomes

G(x_,v_,t) = - 2(m,/m,)f,

X(D

fo',_

[(1 + 2ak Ce/k De)/

(x_,v_,y.)

+ h9q2),

and

Sec. IV we see that Eq. (101) can be written as
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]

-

1.
(107)

(101)

_ is r_ derived with D _ replaced by D '_ + g"_
h= [
= [ 1 - (me
procedure of
the
X fje/foe)(m -'f'/f 0 )']. Following

where

- R ehe9'/De

From Eq. (107) we see that the point of marginal stability is amplitude dependent. Clump growth occurs when
Re>(1 +2akc 9e/koD

+) h/(l ''e/D'e).
+h

(108)

Equation (108) can be cast into an enlightening form when
D e> qe:
David J. Tetreault
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(kD'+ake9T)<k'[De+h(D/D')q"]R]

.
(109)
Equation (109) implies that the total clump decay rate is less
than the total clump production rate. In the absence of collisions this is just 1 < R' as expected.
Let us consider the effect of particle collisions if the
collisions are not a source for the clumps. Such a model was
used in Ref. 9 to investigate numerically the effect of particle
collisions on clump regeneration. For this case we have
cr y,, = Re(1 + 2ak '.9e/k 'D

e)-

1.

(110)

The marginal point is amplitude dependent, and clump instability occurs when
De
q e

k;
2a
Re 2
k

1

-

(11 )

We note that, as one moves away from the linear stability
boundary where e(k,kv ) = 0, the quantity Ie(k,kv. )1 2 in
Eq. (73) will increase. Consequently, R e will decrease and

Eq. (111) will be harder to satisfy. This is consistent with the
numerical result. 9
The derivation of Eq. (107) has been too approximate to
precisely predict the net effect of collisions on clump evolution. However, it does appear that the model is consistent
with a triggering of the instability by collisions. For example,
in the case of Ref. 7, the effect of collisional source and decay
are comparable at the observed marginal point, i.e., the
right-hand side of Eq. (108) is approximately of order unity
for VD ~ 1.5v,. Also, for larger v,V+, the collisional source
term can dominate the collisional decay term in Eq. (108)
since h = Dv ,.
Moreover, once the clumps are growing,
D = _q exp(y, t )>q so that collisional decay will have little
effect on the growth rate. These conclusions are consistent
with the observations of Ref. 7.
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